
  
 
 
Our company:  Business Education Ltd comprises the trading names of Quest Professional and 

Frances King School of English. 
 
Job Title:  Group Digital Marketing and Acquisition Manager 
 
Overview: 
 
Quest ( www.questprofessional.co.uk ) provides vocational training and recruitment services to UK 
school leavers and graduates. Frances King ( www.francesking.com ) provides English language 
training in London and Dublin, to markets around the world. Both entities are well established 
names and highly respected in their respective industries.  
 
The group is looking for a skilled and experienced Digital and Marketing Acquisition Manager to 
develop direct B to C channels, generating leads that convert to student enrolment. 
 
Position Summary: 
 
The Digital Marketing and Acquisition Manager will own all digital marketing initiatives to offer our 
services to our local and international markets. The role’s main purpose is to drive B to C acquisition 
and revenue growth. We have built are business through reputation and direct referral and seek to 
use these strengths to grow digital acquisition of direct sales. 
 
The Role: 
 
The Digital Marketing and Acquisition Manager will be responsible for the management, delivery and 
ongoing optimisation of all digital outlets including websites and social media platforms and will own 
and manage all campaigns for this purpose. The role reports directly to the group CEO. Focus and 
responsibilities include but are not limited to:  

 Overseeing design and build of websites to optimise lead generation and sales acquisition. 
 Collaborating with Sales Managers to optimise channel penetration in all target territories 

and student and connected (friends and colleagues) profiles. 
 Managing a range of display and paid social campaigns and programmes, spanning multiple 

markets, languages, platforms and networks, as budgets permit. 
 Delivering revenue growth and maximising the ROI from the above programmes display and 

paid social programmes. 
 Leading tactical initiatives to support the growth of the above campaigns and programmes. 
 Analysing performance against KPIs and understanding the underlying trends and 

opportunities to grow revenue for the two business entities. 
 Working with creative agency partners and in-house teams to build brand experience and 

user relevancy 
 Growing revenue by proactively identifying new opportunities to test, trial and innovate 
 Analysing complex data analysis to plan and continuously improve digital marketing 

performance and ROI. 
 Acting as an industry expert within the group ensuring awareness of the latest industry 

trends that impact your channels. 
 Full understanding the needs and profiles of our target audience 

 

http://www.questprofessional.co.uk/
http://www.francesking.com/


  
 

 

Skills are we looking for: 

 Solid experience, understanding, and evidence of successful acquisition marketing 
 Experience of working with creative teams and a good understanding of appropriate creative 

development 
 Effective communication skills, with the ability to clearly and concisely express ideas both 

verbally and in writing 
 Results focused, driven by the desire to surpass targets and achieve YoY growth 
 Ability to analyse complex and large amounts of data (i.e. financial, statistical and/or 

performance) 
 Excellent interpersonal skills that build trust and instil confidence that motivate and 

influence others 
 Strong problem-solving skills, including ability to effectively address any issue in 

collaboration with others as appropriate 
 Strong project management skills, including the ability to manage details through to 

completion and ensure project deadlines are met 
 A passion for digital media and a good understanding of eCommerce in general 
 Technology focused with experience using the latest platforms and tools to enhance 

performance and return 
 Proven ability to manage and foster productive relationships with agencies and media 

owners 
 Proficient with MS Office applications including Word and Excel 


